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“INSIDE OUT”
Group Art Show
Opening Night

ART105
Goes Virtual

ART NEWS
“INSIDE OUT”
Art105 had it’s first Art Opening with a group
of artists just before we went into quarantine.
The show is called “Inside Out”. The
term “Inside Out” refers to the big reveal,
where something at the inner core shifts to
an outward expression. This can manifest on
many levels; physically, emotionally, and
spiritually. In this show, 4 artists were
chosen for their unique way of how they
reveal what is often hidden or ignored.

MEET THE
ARTISTS
Brad Davis, Doug Hammett,
Outi Harma, David Hollen
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MEET THE ARTISTS
Brad Davis
incorporates multiple layers of texture in his
paintings which encourage the viewers to
move into his tactile 3D worlds. By bringing
the surface ‘out’ the viewer is drawn ‘in’ to
experience a unique history within the layers
of paint.
“The Intimate Experience
of Calmness”

Doug Hammett
has taken on the persona of “Candy” when
painting with saturated colors on heavily
textured surfaces. This series finds playful
relationships between inner and outer
worlds. Unexpected narratives develop as
figurative and abstraction dance side by side.

“Flight of the Sacred
Warrior”

Outi Harma’s
archetypal paintings use the language of the
mythological female to move out of the
emotional landscaped that are normally held
deep within the recesses of one’s being. Her
images merge the visible and invisible worlds.
“Between the Worlds”

David Hollen
brings to view the often hidden fundamental
geometric patterns of life, that form the inner
structures of nature, such as Beehives, Sea
Sponges, and bubble foam, and sea plankton
skeletons.
“Moria”
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OPENING NIGHT
It was a wonderful Opening Night as we gathered as an art loving
community before the world went into quarantine.
Here are some special moments of the night.
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VIRTUAL GALLERY
Art105 is excited to be presenting "Inside Out”Group Art Show as a virtual gallery experience.With
all the hard work that each of these artists put into creating this show, it is with great pleasure that
we are able to share "Inside Out" virtually. This is a unique opportunity to explore these art pieces
and experience how they uniquely guide you “Inside Out”.

Mobile devices and tablets viewing:

Computer viewing:

1. Download the Artstep App
2. Search for Art105. Click on the icon
for Art105: Inside Out
3. Use the toggle button (feet & eye) to move
around and view gallery.
4. Bonus feature: If you have VR glasses you
can also walk through the gallery in a
complete 3-D experience.

1. Log into: www.artsteps.com
2. If the link doesn't take you directly, on their
homepage search exhibitions for Art105.
Click on the icon for Art105: Inside Out
3. If the browser window goes dark, click on
the upper right "settings icon" to set
the graphics fidelity to low.
4. Click the "i" icon if you need help navigating
through the gallery. (side right)
5. Click directly on art pieces for information.

ART105 is a center for hosting and presenting
art, music, films, theater, performances, spoken
word symposiums, educational lectures and
workshops.
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